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Abstract 

This study examines the question of whether baseball players are paid too much. 

While it had already been observed over the last half-century that players were largely 

underpaid due to structural mechanisms such as the reserve clause and salary 

arbitration, a fresh look at the state of salaries versus player performance is needed. 

Simple regression techniques are used as the basis for estimating variables of interest 

(team winning percentage and team revenue) that assess the relation between the 

dollar worth of a player in comparison to their on-field performance (marginal revenue 

product) for the 2009 baseball season. Next, salary-to-MRP ratios are computed that 

examine the degree to which particular players may be over or underpaid in relation to 

their productivities. While there exists a wide range of degrees to which players were 

either over or underpaid, the majority in Major League Baseball are shown to receive 

compensation less than their on-field productivities dictate. 
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Introduction 

In many ways, baseball is America. There is something eternal about the crack of 

the bat, the smell of hot dogs, and the roar of the crowd. While the national pastime has 

become a hobby for some, it has become an area of study for others. Economists have 

been able to learn about market structures not seen anywhere else except in 

professional sports due to their bubble of employment practices as compared to the rest 

of society. Because most people in the working world place a value on job security, it is 

not as if accountants or nurses are signing employment contracts, striving to have 

sensationally productive years, and then signing a bigger contract when the current one 

expires.  

Recently, the game of baseball has increasingly become about money. When 

team owners know revenue from ticket sales, merchandise, and television broadcasts 

contracts are at stake, it is certain that measures are being taken to find players who 

can strike a balance on the team: players must be able to put fans in the seats while 

simultaneously displaying their skills on the baseball diamond. One can bet owners are 

doing their best to find players who maximize both their team’s ability to win and their 

bottom line.  

Over the past couple of decades, however, there has been growing sentiment 

throughout the public mind that baseball players’ salaries are exorbitant and outlandish. 

In 2009, the average major league baseball player’s salary ($3.27 million) (Lahman) 

was over 43 times higher than that of the average yearly income for a family of four in 

the United States ($75,718) (Census). This begs the question: Are baseball players paid 

too much? Would an economist say that they are paid according to their “worth to 
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society”? Is it possible that they are actually paid too little? And how do the rules that 

govern how players are paid either keep their salaries above (or below) what would be 

considered economically efficient?   

Successful attempts have been made to estimate how baseball statistics such as 

batting average, slugging percentage, and earned run average affect not only the 

overall winning percentage and revenue for a team, but also how individual player 

salaries are determined based on their performance on the field. While these studies 

found that generally players are underpaid for their efforts, these older studies have 

focused on years before the turn of the 21st Century. In this paper, statistical data from 

only the 2009 baseball season will be used to illustrate the state of the game in the 

current day and compare these findings to that of previous studies. Also, as games 

change, so do the statistics that describe them. These newer and possibly more 

descriptive measures of game productivity will be incorporated into regression models in 

hopes that a more precise way of predicting player productivity can be achieved. 

First, a comprehensive review of existing literature as well as explanations of the 

existing economic models will be presented. Reasons as to why and how changes will 

be made to these models will be discussed. An in-depth procedural description of the 

methods used to estimate a hopefully more accurate model will be addressed followed 

by a summary and analysis of the regression results. Finally, comparisons will be made 

as to whether the new model is more accurate than those that already exist. 

Conclusions will be drawn concerning whether baseball players earn too much, too little, 

or just enough for their efforts on the field as well as what changes could be instituted to 

correct any imbalances in pay that may be elucidated over the course of the study.  
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Literature Review 

While America’s game has been around for over a century, the thought of trying 

to apply economic theory to the pay structure of the game did not materialize until the 

early 1970’s. Prior to 1975, the labor market for players in the Major Leagues was 

governed by the “reserve clause,” where a player was a free agent upon entering the 

league and would sign a “one-year, renewable, uniform contract” (Scully 916). Upon 

signing, the team owner had exclusive right to this player’s services throughout the 

duration of his career. The only way a player could disengage himself from a team was 

if the owner either traded his contract to another team (for other players, money, or a 

combination of the two) or if he retired from the league at the end of a year (Scully 916). 

In this way, the player’s bargaining power was limited. If a player was dissatisfied with 

the team he was on or with the amount of money he was offered by the owner, the 

player was not able to shop his services around the league to obtain the highest price 

possible for his work – he was stuck. As Gerald Scully, a professor of economics at 

Southern Methodist University, points out, if baseball’s labor market was “perfectly 

competitive, player salaries would be equated with player marginal revenue products 

(MRP)” (916). However, because the reserve clause “restricts player bargaining to one 

owner,” some monopsony power is created between owner (the buyer) and player (the 

seller), assuming the owner pays all players the same for equal MRPs (916). 

 Monopsony is an example of imperfect competition and creates a deadweight 

loss in the labor market for players. Figure 1 in Appendix A shows the relationship 

between the amount of labor employed and the wage paid to this amount of labor where 

S is the supply of labor, MC is the marginal cost of an additional unit of labor to the firm, 
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and MRP is the marginal revenue product of an additional unit of labor to the firm. In a 

competitive labor market, the amount of labor supplied would be determined by the 

condition MRP (demand) = S (supply) and the amount of labor would be equal to L’, 

setting the wage at w’. However, since the firm (the owner) is trying to minimize the total 

amount it pays to all workers, it will choose the amount of labor L based on the condition 

MRP=MC (point A on the graph), and the wage is then determined on the supply curve 

at point M and is equal to w. The firm would want to do this since with each additional 

unit of labor it employs, it will have to increase the wage of labor it already employs 

because of the upward sloping supply curve (again, assuming the firm has to pay each 

worker the same wage). This movement along the supply curve from M to C increases 

the wage from w to w’. It is in the firm’s best interest not to hire the competitive 

equilibrium amount of labor if it does not have to. Because the firm is not hiring the 

equilibrium quantity of labor, a deadweight loss is created since some consumer and 

producer surplus that could be extracted is not (as shown by the shaded yellow region 

in Figure 2 of Appendix A). 

Scully also asserts that the MRP of a baseball player is “the ability or 

performance that he contributes to the team and the effect of performance on gate 

receipts” (916). A player’s MRP manifests itself either directly or indirectly. A player’s 

ability, in terms of how many hits, runs batted in (RBIs), walks, etc. he generates during 

the game contributes to team performance, which is directly tied to the winning 

percentage of the team, which is then directly tied to how much revenue that team 

generates from tickets and broadcast contracts. A player can also contribute indirectly 
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by possessing a “spectacle” factor where people come simply because that player is in 

the game. This is almost impossible to measure empirically, but undeniably exists. 

Scully realized that “while the MRP of a player cannot be determined readily, the 

effect of player performance on team winning and the effect of team winning on revenue 

can be ascertained” (Scully 918). Models using various baseball statistics approximated 

team winning percentage and revenue. From these, estimates of MRP were 

ascertained. After comparing these MRP numbers with player’s actual salaries, Scully 

concluded that major league baseball players were largely exploited and only received 

roughly 20% of their net marginal revenue product (Scully 929). The reserve clause 

was, according to Scully’s model, a great injustice to players. 

However, after a 1975 court ruling deemed the reserve clause to be unlawful in 

the labor market for baseball players, the era of free agency began (Bruggink and Rose 

1030). Any player who has served less than three years in a major league team’s 

system is still subject to the reserve clause (so as to protect a franchise’s interest in 

players after drafting them out of high school or college). However, after three years, a 

player is eligible for salary arbitration if he feels the salary he is receiving is less than 

the performance he is supplying for his employer. After six years, a player can become 

a free agent meaning he can put his services “out on the market” where any team can 

bid for his skills (Kahn, 158). This is perceived to be a fairer system since this open 

auction style of acquiring players is thought to bring salaries much closer to what a 

player is worth. A market mechanism would essentially take over: an owner is willing to 

pay a salary up to but not exceeding what he feels a player was worth, even if that 

means having to pay more than 29 other owners in the league. As long as the marginal 
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benefit the player provides for the team in terms of winning percentage and revenue 

exceeds the marginal cost that player is inflicting on the owner’s pocketbook, the market 

for players should be efficient. Players are allocated to their highest valued users and 

paid the maximum salaries possible allowed by the market. 

After taking a closer look into the effects that the implementation of the arbitration 

structure had on league salaries, Daniel Marburger suggested that salaries of ineligible 

players (those with less than three years experience) increase during their first two 

years in the league, but are below comparable free-agent salaries (Marburger 438). 

Once a player enters their third year (their first year of arbitration eligibility) there is a 

significant jump in his salary corresponding to a “drop in the level of monopsonistic 

exploitation” (Marburger 439). By the time a player is in his fifth year, there is only a 

small difference between his salary and that of comparable free-agent salaries. A graph 

illustrating this concept is shown in Figure 3 of Appendix A. 

This gradual decline in difference between free-agent salaries and arbitration 

salaries is a bit of a conundrum to the arbitration process itself. It can be argued that 

arbitration salaries are becoming more in line with free-agent salaries because the 

arbitration process itself was established, or simply because players are gaining more 

experience every year and their salaries would have increased anyway without the 

arbitration structure in place.  

While Scully’s model was revolutionary for 1974, it has become outdated as 

years have passed. For example, the National League (NL) dummy variable that he 

threw into the regressions that estimated both PCTWIN and REVENUE because of a 

perceived dominance of the NL in the 1960’s and 1970’s did not really have any 
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scientific footing. Many modern baseball fanatics would argue that the American League 

(AL) has become the dominant league in recent years. The AL’s undefeated record of 

17-0-1 in the All-Star game (where the best players in the American League play the 

best players in the National League) from 1997-2009 is unprecedented. Also, the AL 

has won 13 of the last 20 World Series championships which could point to a perceived 

AL bias in the modern day (MLB.COM). 

Scully also included a variable MARGA in the regression to estimate REVENUE 

which tried to account for the “demand for winning” (Scully 920). Scully thought by 

comparing fluctuations in attendance as it was tied to the team’s winning percentage, 

different elasticities of demand curves would be found for different teams throughout the 

major leagues. In other words, Scully thought there were some cities where a one unit 

increase in the winning percentage of the team would have a large effect as to the 

number of people that would attend the next game where in some cities it would have a 

small effect. While MARGA turned out to be significant in explaining REVENUE in 

Scully’s analysis, it will be left out of this report since it is not stated in Scully’s paper as 

to exactly how these measures were calculated. 

Finally, a variable BBPCT was included by Scully representing the effect on 

REVENUE of having black players on a team. While the percentage of black players 

has been surprisingly low in baseball compared to that of other major sports (basketball, 

football), the idea that there is racism in baseball is somewhat of a defunct concept, with 

black and Latin players comprising roughly 40% of the league today (Fitzpatrick). 
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Economic Model 

As with any statistical endeavor, there will be many points along the way where 

assumptions must be made in order to make any kind of progress due to the inherent 

impossibility of being able to model reality perfectly. One of the biggest assumptions 

made in this analysis is the idea that any fluctuation in player performance will have an 

effect on team performance vis-à-vis modeling the whole (the team) as a sum of it’s 

parts (the players). Accuracy of data can also be suspect when conducting empirical 

analysis. Most of the statistics that will be used (such as hits, homeruns, innings 

pitched, etc.) can be relied on due to the diligent way in which Major League Baseball 

records them. However, some variables, namely yearly team revenue, can be distorted 

due to not being able to precisely and reliably measure the net monies taken in from 

revenue sharing, concessions, merchandise sales, ticket sales, television contracts, etc. 

that a team may generate throughout a baseball season. It will have to be assumed that 

whatever error exists in collecting this data is equal for all teams, creating a kind of 

canceling effect. 

As with Scully’s and Bruggink and Rose’s papers, an estimate of the marginal 

revenue products (MRPs) of players will be made by first estimating equations for the 

winning percentage and revenue of the team that player is on (Scully 919-920). Once 

these regressions have been calculated, the coefficients of team slugging percentage 

(TSA) and team strikeout-to-walk ratio (TSW) for hitters and pitchers, respectively, will 

be used to determine the individual MRPs of the players. In this way, a link is made 

between how the team performs (through calculating winning percentage and revenues) 

and how the player performs (through slugging percentage, strikeout-to-walk ratio, etc.). 
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Finally, comparisons between a player’s salary and his marginal revenue product will be 

tested so as to make conclusions that determine if players were underpaid or overpaid 

only in the year 2009 as it relates to their statistical performance on the field. 

Empirical Analysis 

While the basic premise of running regression models on various baseball 

statistics to describe winning percentage, revenue, and marginal products of players 

across the league is similar to previous studies, the variables regressed in this attempt 

will be different. The regression equation used to estimate winning percentage in this 

report is as follows: 

PCTWIN = α0 + α 1 TSA + α 2 TSW + α 3 ERA + α 4 SAVE + α 5 CONT + α 6 OUT + e1 

where 

 PCTWIN = Team winning percentage 
 TSA = Team slugging percentage divided by league slugging percentage 
 TSW = Team strikeout-to-walk ratio divided by league strikeout-to-walk ratio 
 ERA = Team earned run average 
 SAVE = Number of team saves 

CONT = Contention dummy variable = 1 if team is less than 6 games out of first 
   place; 0 otherwise 

OUT = Out of contention dummy variable = 1 if team is 20 or more games out of  
first place; 0 otherwise 

 e1 = Random disturbance term 
 
The regression equation used to estimate revenue in this report is: 

REVENUE = β1 + β2PCTWIN + β3SMSA + β4TICKETS + β5TWOTM + β6STD +e2 

where 

 REVENUE = Team revenue 
 PCTWIN = Team winning percentage 
 SMSA = Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area 
 TICKETS = Average 2008 team ticket price 

TWOTM = Two team dummy variable = 1 if there are two teams in a metropolitan 
       area; 0 otherwise 
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STD = Old stadium dummy variable = 1 if stadium was built before 1990;  
 0 otherwise 

 e2 = Random disturbance term 
 

Equations, explanations, expectations and descriptions of all statistics used in 

these regressions can be found in Appendix B. In order to make meaningful 

comparisons as to whether players are paid more or less than they should be in 2009 

versus in 1969 (Scully’s paper) or 1986 (Bruggink and Rose’s paper), the marginal 

revenue products will be calculated the same way they were in earlier papers. For 

hitters, marginal revenue product is calculated as follows: 

 

where individual SA = slugging average (total bases / at bats) of a particular player 

(Bruggink and Rose 1033).  

For pitchers, marginal revenue product is calculated as follows: 

 

 where individual SW = strikeout-to-walk ratio of a particular pitcher (Bruggink and Rose 

1033). 

As Bruggink and Rose point out, estimating the MRPs in this way is imperfect. 

Ideally, one would want to calculate the net MRP of a player, subtracting out any player 

development costs (Bruggink and Rose 1033). However, it would be hard to obtain data 

on something as nebulous as how much a player is truly costing his ball club. Because 

of this, gross MRPs will have to suffice for any calculations after this point. 

All statistical data were obtained from Sean Lahman’s Baseball archive (Lahman) 

while all win-loss records were extracted from MLB.com (“Regular Season”). 
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It should be noted that both the TSA and TSW measures are relative to the 

league baseline of 1. For example, if a team has a TSA of 1.03, the team’s slugging 

percentage is three percent better than the league average. Also, PCTWIN is calculated 

out of a best possible 1.000. 

The regression results for calculating winning percentage are listed in Table I. 

The signs on all variables were as expected; if TSA, TSW, CONT, or SAVE increases, 

so will PCTWIN whereas if OUT or ERA increases, PCTWIN will decrease. 

Table I: Winning percentage regression 

PCTWIN = Team winning percentage 
TSA = Team slugging percentage divided by league slugging percentage 
TSW = Team strikeout-to-walk ratio divided by league strikeout-to-walk ratio 
ERA = Team earned run average 
SAVE = Number of team saves 
CONT = In contention dummy variable  
OUT = Out of contention dummy variable 
e1 = Random disturbance term 
 
(p-values in parentheses) 
 

PCTWIN = - 0.701 + 1.18 TSA + 0.0826 TSW + 0.0317 CONT - 0.0299 OUT  
       (.030)*       (.002)*    (.140)       (.009)*          (.050)* 

- 0.0428 ERA + 0.00318 SAVE + e1 
                         (.013)*      (.002)* 
 
Standard error = 0.0222057 
Adjusted R2 = 90.0% 
F-statistic = 44.70 
DF = 29 
* indicates significance at the 5% level 

The original regression output as well as tests for multicollinearity and 

heteroskedasticity can be seen in Appendix C. For each one-unit increase in TSA, 

PCTWIN will increase by 1.18 holding all other variables constant. For each one-unit 

increase in TSW, PCTWIN will increase by 0.0826 holding all other variables constant. 
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A one-unit increase in ERA will lead to a decrease in PCTWIN of .0428 holding all other 

variables constant and a one-unit increase in SAVE will lead to a .00318 unit increase in 

PCTWIN holding all other variables constant.  

All coefficients were significant at the 5% level except for TSW, which is 

interesting since it was significant in older studies. One explanation for this is that before 

1990, the game was somewhat dominated by power pitchers such as Sandy Koufax, 

Nolan Ryan, etc. and teams were posting many more strikeouts. In the modern game, 

pitchers are not so obsessed with filling up the stat sheet with strikeouts, but instead are 

using finesse to get outs in other fashions. This is not to say that pitching is not 

important, however, as evinced by the strongly significant variables of ERA and SAVE. 

The ability of the pitchers to hold a team to a small number of earned runs as well as 

finish close games is imperative if a team wishes to have a high winning percentage. 

With an adjusted R2 of 90.0%, this equation models winning percentage strikingly 

accurately, with 90% of the variation in PCTWIN explained by the model. This may 

seem high, but it is comparable to the R2 value of 88% from Scully’s study (919) and 

adjusted R2 of 72.8% of Bruggink and Rose’s study (1034). Even after performing 

sensitivity tests by systematically removing a variable at a time, the new adjusted R2 

never dropped below 85.4%. 

Regression results for estimating team revenue are presented in Table II. The 

original regression output as well as tests for multicollinearity and heteroskedasticity can 

be seen in Appendix C. 
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Table II: Revenue regression 

Y = REVENUE = Team revenue (in millions of dollars) 
X1 = PCTWIN = Team winning percentage 
X2 =SMSA = Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (in millions of people) 
X3 =TICKETS = Average 2008 team ticket price (in dollars) 
X4 =TWOTM = Two team dummy variable 
X5 =STD = Old stadium dummy variable 
e2 = Random disturbance term 
 
(p-values in parentheses) 
 
 

REVENUE = -19.712 + 228.11 PCTWIN + 8.001 SMSA + 2.621 TICKETS 
    (.638)          (.001)*                  (.000)*                 (.004)*  

- - 20.724 TWOTM - 18.702 STD + e2 
  (.269)                (.162) 

 
Standard error = 28.4658047 
Adjusted R2 = 75.3% 
F-statistic = 18.71 
DF = 29 
* indicates significance at the 5% level 

Revenue data were obtained from Forbes.com (Ozanian and Badenhausen), 

population data were gleaned from the U.S. Census Bureau (“Census”), 2008 average 

ticket prices were found at Boston.com (“Major League Baseball Average Ticket 

Prices”), and, as stated above, win-loss records were obtained from MLB.com (“Regular 

Season”). 

 First, after looking at a histogram, probability plot, and residuals vs. fits graph of 

just Revenue, it was clear that it did not exhibit normality (see Appendix A Figures 4-6) 

and needed a log transformation, after which these plots became much more 

acceptable (see Appendix A Figures 7-9). However, since coefficients are needed to 

make equal comparisons between this paper’s model and models in previous studies, 

the numbers obtained from running the regression for just Revenue will have to be 

sufficient.  
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As with the winning percentage equations, the signs of all independent variables 

except TICKETS are as expected. The amount of money that the ball club is making by 

increasing the average price of tickets must be more than the amount of business they 

are losing due to people not going to games anymore because it became too 

expensive.  

Interpretation of this equation is a little bit trickier than the winning percentage 

equation because of the units of the independent variables. For a one-unit increase 

(1.000) in PCTWIN, REVENUE will increase by $228.11 million holding all other 

variables constant. For each one million additional people that move to a particular 

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, REVENUE will increase by $8.001 million 

holding all other variables constant. For every $1 increase in average 2008 ticket price, 

REVENUE will increase by $2.621 million holding all other variables constant. If a team 

plays in a metropolitan area where there are two teams, REVENUE will decrease by 

$20.724 million holding all other variables constant. If a team plays in an old stadium, 

REVENUE will decrease by $18.702 million holding all other variables constant. 

 Two of the independent variables in this regression were not significant at the 5% 

level: TWOTM and STD. This can perhaps be explained by the fact that over the years 

(and especially with the advent of the internet and widespread national television 

broadcasting), metropolitan areas with two teams were no longer restricted to building 

their fan base in their limited area while competing with the other team in the city. Fan 

bases have grown for all teams across the nation, making the fact that two teams exist 

in a city immaterial.  Teams are still able to rake in money from national merchandise 

sales and national television contracts just as easily as they are able to locally. The 
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concept of the “home town team” that was prevalent throughout much of the 20th 

Century has gradually eroded. Also, older stadiums may have an immeasurable 

“nostalgic” quality to them that does not discourage people from going to them. For 

example, Wrigley Field and Fenway Park are the two oldest parks in the league, but 

regularly sell out even if the team is not doing well in the standings. An adjusted R2 of 

75.3% suggests that this model explains 75.3% the variation in REVENUE. 

 Now that these models have been calculated, we can take the partial regression 

coefficients we need to estimate the marginal revenue products of players. For hitters, 

marginal revenue product is calculated as follows: 

 

And for pitchers: 

 

Both MRPhitter and MRPpitcher are measured in millions of dollars. Now, salary-to-

MRP ratios can be computed as Salary/MRP. The ratios are actually lower than they 

would normally be because of the fact that gross MRP numbers are used instead of net 

MRP, for reasons described above. Since MRP is in the denominator, the lower the 

MRP, the higher the salary-to-MRP ratio would have been. Even so, the list of ratios is 

striking. First, it should be pointed out that this test is susceptible to outliers. There will 

be players who did not produce much for their teams statistically, but must be paid the 

league minimum of $400,000 leading to these players looking grossly overpaid (“Major 

League Baseball Players Association”). Also, because of the way MRP was measured, 

players that only played a couple games but somehow had an outstanding slugging 
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percentage or strikeout-to-walk ratio (and hence an outstanding MRP) seem to be 

grossly underpaid when in fact this is not the case. 

Because salary data could not be obtained for every player that had playing time 

in the year 2009, a selection process was needed as to what players Salary/MRP ratios 

to analyze. The following is the procedure for which the entire population of MLB 

players was whittled down to obtain a workable sample: 

1. Exclude all players that did not have either MRP or salary data for the year 

2009. This left 346 players that can be seen in Table 1 of Appendix D. 

2. Any player that had an MRP greater than $100,000,000 was thrown out since 

it is unrealistic for a player to be able to earn that much in one year. This player is 

part of one of the anomalies suggested above. This left 171 players that can be 

seen in Table 2 of Appendix D. 

3. Any outlier (defined as lying below Quartile1 - 1.5 * Interquartile Range or 

above Quartile3 + 1.5*Interquartile Range) was discarded from the sample. This 

left 147 players that can be seen in Table 3 of appendix D. 

A salary-to-MRP ratio above one indicates that the player is overpaid, under one 

indicates the player is underpaid, and equal to one indicates the player is paid exactly 

what his MRP would have dictated. Out of a total of 147 players, 59 are overpaid and 88 

are underpaid. After allowing for some of the imperfections that are inherent in a large-

scale statistical endeavor such as this, the results obtained are surprising. This 40/60 

percentage split as to over/underpaid players, respectively, suggests not only that there 

is a significant difference in some players pay based on their performance, but that an 

even smaller proportion (40%) is reaping the benefit. Had the split been 50/50, it could 
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have been suggested that owners were simply taking from the poor (players with an 

MRP less than one) and giving to the rich (players with an MRP greater than one). 

Instead, it is taking a majority of the players in the league (60%) to support the 

minority’s exorbitant salaries. The distribution of wealth is skewed. This notion of give 

and take by the owners must be attributed to some variable that was either not included 

in this study, or cannot be observed, such as a player having an immeasurable 

superstar characteristic and thus commanding a higher salary since he will produce 

more money for the team. It is hard to believe, however, that 40% of the league would 

possess this superstar quality – something else is definitely at work as well. 

 In comparing this cross-sectional study of just the year 2009 with those that have 

come before, the results were strikingly similar. Scully obtained rates of monopsonistic 

exploitation (the ratio of (MRP-salary)/MRP) ranging from .88 to .91 meaning that 

players were only paid 9 to 12% of what they should have been (Scully 929). For this 

study, the rate of monopsonistic exploitation was .68, which can be interpreted as 

players are on average paid 32% of what they are worth. Bruggink and Rose’s salary-

to-MRP ratios ranged from .69 to .96 meaning players were getting only 69-96% of their 

worth (Bruggink and Rose 1037). However, in this study, salary-to-MRP ratios ranged 

from .0049 to 8.57 meaning players were getting .49%-857% of their worth. While 

players are much better off than they were in the 1960’s when the reserve clause was in 

place, not much shift has taken place over the past twenty years with the level of 

exploitation staying about the same as it was in 1990 (Bruggink and Rose 1037). 

 This phenomenon could be attributed to various reasons. First, the outlawing of 

the reserve clause greatly increased the maneuverability players had when it came to 
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negotiating contracts so it is no wonder that today’s salaries are higher than they were 

then. The fact that no progress has been made over the last two decades, however, is 

interesting. The arbitration system that is in effect today seems to underpay players with 

less than 6 years experience and then overpay them once they obtain free agency 

eligibility. This might explain why there is a 40/60 split. There is never going to be a 

shortage of rookies trying to break into the league (who earn lower salaries and are 

more likely to be underpaid for their efforts); there will always be a dwindling population 

of veteran players (who earn higher salaries than their performance would normally 

dictate) as they begin to retire or are simply not good enough to stay in the league any 

longer.  

Conclusion 

 This study set out to answer a simple question: Are baseball players paid too 

much? While it had already been observed over the last half century that players were 

largely underpaid due to structural mechanisms such as the reserve clause and salary 

arbitration, a fresh look at the state of salaries versus player performance was needed. 

Simple regression techniques were used as the basis for estimating variables of interest 

(team winning percentage and team revenue) and then extrapolating on the results with 

logical arguments so as to come up with a measure of the dollar worth of a player in 

comparison to his on-field performance (his marginal revenue product) for the 2009 

baseball season. Once this was obtained, his salary-to-MRP ratio could be computed, 

illuminating the degree to which he was either over or underpaid in relation to his 

productivity on the baseball diamond. 
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 The results were interesting. While there existed a wide range of degrees to 

which players were either over or underpaid, the majority of players in Major League 

Baseball do not receive the compensation that their on-field productivity dictates. While 

this study was far from perfect, there are limitless ways that one could try to predict 

equations using different independent variables than those used in this study, possibly 

being able to find statistics that more closely resemble how the performance-salary 

relationship works. This would make it easier to predict how much a player should 

expect to make given his previous year’s performance. 

 Since it was found here that players earn less than they are worth, studies like 

these could be of enormous use to team owners or general managers in the front 

offices of major league baseball teams. If people in charge of signing and trading 

players are able to accurately and systematically put a numeric value on a player’s 

worth, baseball decisions would not only be easier to make (just picking the player that 

the formula dictates), but would probably be less criticized by the public and fan bases. 

Maybe general managers for teams are afraid of being replaced by this type of logic – if 

the business of selecting players becomes strictly mathematical, there is no reason to 

keep someone that supposedly “knows a good player when he sees one”. This concept 

does not only apply to baseball either. Almost any major sports league (baseball, 

basketball, football, soccer, etc.) could employ the exact type of regression and MRP 

analyses presented in this study and apply it to their own sport. 

 As with most studies, while one question may have been answered, others were 

generated in the process. First, why have players historically been underpaid? Is the 

MRP a good measure with which to judge player performance? What other types of 
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subtleties contribute to players receiving the salaries they do? Will players realize they 

are receiving too little for their services and begin to demand more? Will owners realize 

they are underpaying for their talent and change either the players they sign or how 

much they pay for the players they already have? How will this change the complexion 

of competition within the game of baseball? These questions and more make this an 

exciting area of study that may not have a definitive answer. Only time will tell if salaries 

will eventually stabilize around the levels dictated by MRP but until then, one thing is 

certain – people will continue to fill stadiums and ballparks across the nation no matter 

how much they believe players are under or overpaid because baseball is America. 
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Appendix A 

 
 

Figure 1: Graph of labor market displaying monopsonistic characteristics 
(Source: “Monopsony Static”) 

 
Figure 2: Graph illustrating inefficiency in monopsonistic labor market 

due to deadweight loss (Source: “Monopsony Welfare”) 
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Figure 3: Expected 1992 Salaries illustrating arbitration salaries 

(Marburger 439) 
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Figure 4: Histogram of Revenue (in millions of dollars) (Source: Minitab 15) 
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Figure 5: Probability Plot of Revenue (in millions of dollars) (Source: 
Minitab 15) 
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Figure 6: Residuals vs. Fits graph of Revenue (in millions of dollars) 

(Source: Minitab 15) 
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Figure 7: Histogram of LN(Revenue) (Source: Minitab 15) 
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Figure 8: Probability Plot of LN(Revenue) (Source: Minitab 15) 
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Figure 9: Residuals vs. Fits graph of LN(Revenue) (Source: Minitab 15) 
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Appendix B 

Table 1 
Expected Effects of Variable on Pctwin 

 
Variable Expected 

Effect 
Description 

TSA + Team slugging percentage divided by league slugging 
percentage 

TSW + Team strikeout-to-walk ratio divided by league strikeout-
to-walk ratio 

ERA - Team earned run average 
SAVE + Number of team saves 

 
CONT + Contention dummy variable = 1 if team is less than 6 

games out of first place; 0 otherwise 
OUT - Out of contention dummy variable = 1 if team is 20 or 

more games out of first place; 0 otherwise 
 

 

Explanations of Baseball Statistics 

• Slugging percentage is a measure with which to measure the power of a hitter by 

taking his total bases and dividing this by his number of at bats. 

o SA = ((1*1B) + (2*2B) + (3*3B) + (4*HR)) / AB 

• Strikeout-to-walk ratio is self-explanatory: the number of strikeouts a pitcher has 

divided by the number of walks he surrendered. 

o SW = SO/BB 

• ERA is the number of earned runs given up per 9 innings pitched by a pitcher. 

o ERA = 9 * (ER / Innings Pitched) 
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• A pitcher records a save when he enters the game (usually in the later innings) 

and protects a lead that is no bigger than 3 runs when he enters. In order to get 

the save, he must complete the game to the end, regardless of when he entered. 

Reasoning Behind Expected Effects on Pctwin 

1. It is expected that the higher the team’s slugging percentage, the more runners they 

put on the bases thus creating more chances to score and ultimately win games.  

2. The higher the strikeout-to-walk ratio, the more base runners the pitcher single-

handedly keeps off of the bases, greatly reducing the probability that runs will score and 

should increase his team’s probability to win.  

3. The lower a team’s ERA, the higher the probability they will win the game since their 

opponent will not be scoring as many runs per game.  

4. A team that can record a large number of saves would prove they could win many 

close games, thus having a positive effect on their winning percentage. 

5. A team in contention to make it to the playoffs probably has a high winning 

percentage. 

6. A team far out of contention to make the playoffs probably has a low winning 

percentage. 
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Table 2 

Expected Effects of Variable on Revenue 

Variable Expected 
Effect 

Description 

PCTWIN + Team winning percentage 

SMSA + Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area 

TICKETS - Average 2008 team ticket price 
 

TWOTM - Two team dummy variable = 1 if there are two teams 
in a metropolitan area; 0 otherwise 

STD - Old stadium dummy variable = 1 if stadium was built 
before 1990; 0 otherwise 

 

Reasoning Behind Expected Effects of X Variables on Revenue 

1. It is expected that winning percentage would have a positive effect on revenue; as a 

team wins more of its games, fans are more likely to go to the ballpark or tune in on 

television to watch games and buy the team’s merchandise.  

2. The higher the population is the higher revenue a team will earn since there are more 

people from which to draw from to fill seats during games and, again, buy merchandise.  

3. However, it is expected that as the average price of tickets increase, less people will 

be able to afford to go to games, having a negative relationship on revenue.  

4. It is expected if there are two baseball teams competing for fans in the same market, 

both teams will earn less revenue than they would have had there only been one team. 

5. Finally, it has been hypothesized that new stadiums draw more fans to the games 

than do old ballparks, so a stadium dummy variable will be included in the regression for 

stadiums opened after 1990. 
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Appendix C 
 

Regression output for Pctwin and Revenue 
 

Table 1: Eviews Regression output for Pctwin Equation 
 

Dependent Variable: PCTWIN   
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 05/17/10   Time: 15:36   
Sample: 1 30    
Included observations: 30   
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
     
     TSA 0.432518 0.124962 3.461189 0.0020 
TSW 0.104081 0.057831 1.799754 0.0845 
CONT 0.036113 0.011878 3.040184 0.0056 
OUT -0.042390 0.014564 -2.910648 0.0077 
ERA -0.032981 0.016588 -1.988301 0.0583 
SV 0.002757 0.000972 2.837065 0.0091 
     
     R-squared 0.902597 Mean dependent var 0.499967 
Adjusted R-squared 0.882305 S.D. dependent var 0.070369 
S.E. of regression 0.024141 Akaike info criterion -4.432924 
Sum squared resid 0.013987 Schwarz criterion -4.152685 
Log likelihood 72.49386 Hannan-Quinn criter. -4.343273 
Durbin-Watson stat 2.373021    
     

 
Table 2: Eviews Regression output for Revenue Equation 

 
Dependent Variable: REV   
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 05/17/10   Time: 15:36   
Sample: 1 30    
Included observations: 30   

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C -19.71230 41.40415 -0.476095 0.6383 

PCTWIN 228.1149 80.98017 2.816923 0.0095 
SMSA2 8.001830 1.871425 4.275796 0.0003 

TIX 2.621842 0.814720 3.218091 0.0037 
TWOTM -20.72389 18.31237 -1.131688 0.2689 

STD -18.70207 12.97630 -1.441248 0.1624 
     
     R-squared 0.795819     Mean dependent var 196.6000 

Adjusted R-squared 0.753281     S.D. dependent var 57.30896 
S.E. of regression 28.46580     Akaike info criterion 9.712141 
Sum squared resid 19447.25     Schwarz criterion 9.992380 
Log likelihood -139.6821     Hannan-Quinn criter. 9.801792 
F-statistic 18.70857     Durbin-Watson stat 2.493124 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    
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Multicollinearity Tests for Pctwin and Revenue 
 

Figure 1: Correlation Matrix for Pctwin 
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Although this matrix shows no signs of multicollinearity at first glance, variance inflation 
factors (VIF) were computed for the Pctwin equation below: 
 

Table 3: VIF values for Pctwin Regression 
X variable Pctwin VIF 

α1 1.634 
α2 2.409 
α3 1.464 
α4 2.817 
α5 2.770 
α6 2.283 

 
No VIF value is above 5 so it can be concluded that there is no multicollinearity in the 
data. 
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Figure 2: Correlation Matrix for Revenue 
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Although this matrix shows no signs of multicollinearity at first glance, variance inflation 
factors (VIF) were computed for the Revenue equation below: 
 

Table 4: VIF values for Revenue Regression 
X variable Revenue VIF 

β1 1.162 
β2 2.725 
β3 1.441 
β4 2.427 
β5 1.220 

 
No VIF value is above 5 so it can be concluded that there is no multicollinearity in the 
data. 
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LM (Breusch-Pagan) Heteroskedasticity Tests 
 

Test for Pctwin Equation: 
 
After running and OLS regression for the Pctwin Equation, the residuals were obtained 
and the following regression was run with the log of the squared residuals as the 
dependent variable and all of the same X variables from the Pctwin equation. 
 
Dependent Variable: LOG(PWRESSQ)  
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 05/17/10   Time: 15:15   
Sample: 1 30    
Included observations: 30   

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C -26.29212 22.87388 -1.149439 0.2622 

TSA 6.391300 25.84266 0.247316 0.8069 
TSW 6.424085 4.080926 1.574173 0.1291 

CONT 0.010878 0.838215 0.012978 0.9898 
OUT 1.043703 1.091221 0.956454 0.3488 
ERA 0.857259 1.196436 0.716511 0.4809 
SV 0.018122 0.068924 0.262927 0.7949 

     
     R-squared 0.151160     Mean dependent var -8.663390 

Adjusted R-squared -0.070277     S.D. dependent var 1.622148 
S.E. of regression 1.678180     Akaike info criterion 4.074260 
Sum squared resid 64.77460     Schwarz criterion 4.401206 
Log likelihood -54.11390     Hannan-Quinn criter. 4.178853 
F-statistic 0.682632     Durbin-Watson stat 1.887975 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.665327    

     
      

H0: δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = δ4 = δ5 = δ6 = 0. 

HA: At least one δ ≠ 0. 

The computed value of the test statistic, LM = NR2 = 30*0.151160 = 4.5348 

The critical region of the test (chi-square distribution with df = 6) at a 5% level of 

significance is 12.59. 

Since 4.5348 < 12.59, we do not reject the null hypothesis. There is no 

heteroskedasticity in the data. OLS estimators are BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased 

Estimators). 
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Test for Revenue Equation: 
 
After running and OLS regression for the Revenue Equation, the residuals were 
obtained and the following regression was run with the log of the squared residuals as 
the dependent variable and all of the same X variables from the revenue equation. 
 
Dependent Variable: LOG(RESIDSQ)  
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 05/17/10   Time: 15:09   
Sample: 1 30    
Included observations: 30   

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C 10.40922 3.806852 2.734338 0.0116 

PCTWIN -10.07526 7.445619 -1.353179 0.1886 
SMSA2 0.284763 0.172066 1.654965 0.1110 

TIX -0.094036 0.074908 -1.255341 0.2214 
TWOTM 0.229031 1.683708 0.136028 0.8929 

STD -1.103626 1.193089 -0.925015 0.3642 
     
     R-squared 0.277539     Mean dependent var 4.393344 

Adjusted R-squared 0.127027     S.D. dependent var 2.801207 
S.E. of regression 2.617252     Akaike info criterion 4.938984 
Sum squared resid 164.4002     Schwarz criterion 5.219223 
Log likelihood -68.08475     Hannan-Quinn criter. 5.028635 
F-statistic 1.843962     Durbin-Watson stat 1.884456 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.142197    

     
      

H0: δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = δ4 = δ5 = 0. 

HA: At least one δ ≠ 0. 

The computed value of the test statistic, LM = NR2 = 30*.277539 = 8.32617 

The critical region of the test (chi-square distribution with df = 5) at a 5% level of 

significance is 11.07. 

Since 8.32617 < 11.07, we do not reject the null hypothesis. There is no 

heteroskedasticity in the data. OLS estimators are BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased 

Estimators). 
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Appendix D 
Table 1: List of Players that have a value for both MRP and salary N = 346 

playerID MRP sal sal/mrp 
bondeje01 41609.1166 12500000 300.414934 
escobke01 40322.6197 10000000 247.99976 
burrebr01 32553.0354 7000000 215.033711 
belltr01 166960.084 13400000 80.2587044 
delaceu01 7140.46391 400000 56.0187692 
byrdpa01 220627.412 11666666 52.8794943 
gieseda01 173197.198 9000000 51.9638891 
castial02 156572.535 6250000 39.9176012 
camerke01 295222.497 10000000 33.8727574 
brocado01 79735.9741 2500000 31.3534766 
cabrefe01 69216.4431 1400000 20.2264077 
bradfch01 202475.675 3666666 18.1091679 
hansecr01 52035.6063 825000 15.8545284 
batismi01 610382.191 9500000 15.564019 
cottsne01 70951.4436 1100000 15.5035605 
campijo01 27619.3404 420000 15.2067353 
gallase01 27419.3814 410000 14.9529267 
cordefr01 823939.354 12125000 14.7158889 
embreal01 159877.552 2000000 12.5095736 
fuentbr01 680108.186 8500000 12.4980116 
backebr01 141251.359 1550000 10.9733458 
gearyge01 156463.044 1700000 10.8651855 
corcoro01 43035.4678 413000 9.59673545 
benneje01 437500 3750000 8.57142857 
baezda01 850078.156 7166666 8.43059658 
eyresc01 264179.179 2000000 7.57061935 
dumatph01 54375.9637 401500 7.38377718 
doteloc01 840918.167 6000000 7.13505813 
adenhni01 64516.1915 400000 6.19999399 
burneaj01 2675480.5 16500000 6.16711652 
farnsky01 732209.007 4250000 5.80435362 
bensokr01 133030.293 750000 5.63781362 
cookaa01 1699537.91 9375000 5.51620529 
bedarer01 1409977.83 7750000 5.49654033 
cruzju02 431179.729 2250000 5.2182416 
felizne01 982023.489 5000000 5.09152791 
affelje01 713000.155 3500000 4.90883484 
balejo01 246975.26 1200000 4.85878625 
davisdo02 1856060.83 8750000 4.71428514 
buehrma01 3223369.74 14000000 4.34328083 
haranaa01 3426946.8 14000000 4.08526914 
greggke01 1048217.99 4200000 4.00680014 
downssc01 991747.334 3750000 3.78120502 
arroybr01 2752012.08 10125000 3.67912629 
frankry01 723676.27 2500000 3.45458336 
crainje01 527941.85 1700000 3.2200516 

carmofa01 919566.327 2937500 3.19444059 
brunebr01 392471.242 1250000 3.18494674 
carlybu01 135972.138 425000 3.12564035 
harderi01 2321180.81 7000000 3.01570648 
hawkila01 1161249.15 3500000 3.01399574 
guarded01 332124.477 1000000 3.0109193 
carpech01 4724529.24 13302583 2.81564201 
durbich01 588563.73 1635000 2.77794896 
gonzami02 1292121.59 3450000 2.67002736 
dempsry01 3413607.92 9000000 2.63650666 
eyrewi01 155954.102 410000 2.62897861 
drewst01 1500000 3900000 2.6 
cappsma01 966347.929 2425000 2.50944813 
francfr01 1615000 3750000 2.32198142 
beckejo02 4985274.99 11166666 2.2399298 
bushda01 1786676.05 4000000 2.23879421 
heilmaa01 891951.971 1625000 1.82184697 
evelada01 239811.505 410000 1.70967611 
hamptmi01 1174606.62 2000000 1.70269771 
blantjo01 3456102.28 5475000 1.58415451 
hallaro01 9125619.34 14250000 1.56153785 
byrdati01 644202.778 1000000 1.55230625 
balfogr01 919552.283 1400000 1.52248004 
burneaj01 11382599.8 16500000 1.44958097 
albaljo01 289723.584 403075 1.39123986 
colonba01 730397.493 1000000 1.36911751 
condrcl01 480325.779 650000 1.35324821 
francfr01 1218174.82 1615000 1.32575388 
bonined01 350232.435 450000 1.28486101 
felicpe01 1271438.33 1612500 1.2682487 
davieky01 1047795.84 1300000 1.24069971 
hendrma01 1266221.07 1500000 1.18462726 
bonined01 400000 450000 1.125 
frasoja01 1296767.3 1450000 1.11816515 
guerrma02 1438676.2 1475000 1.02524807 
corpama01 748152.868 750000 1.00246892 
broxtjo01 1890409.98 1825000 0.96539905 
garcija01 435855.759 420000 0.96362155 
garcija01 420000 400000 0.95238095 
delcama01 501055.796 476000 0.949994 
buchhcl01 1127651.22 1055000 0.93557297 
cormila01 727344.876 675000 0.92803293 
dickera01 577876.516 525000 0.90849859 
hamelco01 4845854.12 4350000 0.89767457 
cainma01 3287255.45 2900000 0.8821949 
harenda01 8666753.51 7500000 0.86537594 
bellhe01 1473702.49 1255000 0.85159658 
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hernafe02 4681270.66 3800000 0.81174542 
blevije01 551439.839 405000 0.73444095 
campsh01 1023707.3 750000 0.73263129 
dukeza01 3028639.96 2200000 0.72639866 
delarjo01 2788225.98 2000000 0.71730197 
arredjo01 593268.457 410000 0.6910868 
greense01 683177.154 471000 0.68942586 
alberma01 594939.389 410000 0.68914583 
harrima01 608371.68 405500 0.66653333 
detwiro01 645333.261 410000 0.63533065 
baezda01 11467695.7 7166666 0.62494386 
chenbr01 733516.523 431000 0.58758049 
bassbr01 691232.157 405000 0.58591024 
burtoja01 742101.3 420000 0.56596047 
calerki01 889502.68 500000 0.56211185 
correke01 750000 411000 0.548 
greinza01 7114254.83 3750000 0.52711072 
guzmaan01 804022.881 421500 0.52423881 
breslcr01 871234.39 422000 0.48437023 
coffeto01 1682407.51 800002 0.47551024 
fistedo01 939532.214 415500 0.44224136 
duensbr01 921434.39 400000 0.43410579 
cokeph01 945117.712 403300 0.42671933 
chaveje01 945504.395 402000 0.42516989 
bulgeja01 960287.669 403000 0.41966591 
gutieju01 1005886.6 401000 0.39865329 
badenbu01 1102209.84 429900 0.39003462 
aardsda01 1077145.04 419000 0.38899125 
carlsje01 1055832 408700 0.3870881 
difelma01 1074100.92 403000 0.37519752 
bucknbi02 1099048.1 403000 0.36668095 
carradj01 1292126.66 440000 0.34052389 
galarar01 1312420.05 435000 0.33144876 
adamsmi03 1337498.15 414800 0.31013127 
affelje01 11728657.3 3500000 0.29841438 
buehrma01 47172260.4 14000000 0.29678459 
cahiltr01 1438538.71 400000 0.27805995 
gregelu01 1445943.94 400000 0.2766359 
guthrje01 2392080.39 650000 0.27173 
correke01 2823205.55 750000 0.26565547 
chaveer01 46150082.1 11500000 0.24918699 
chambjo03 1770220.48 432575 0.24436222 
bradeda01 1697721.06 410000 0.24150021 
beckejo02 46491441.2 11166666 0.24018756 
floydga01 3452768.99 750000 0.21721696 
feldmsc01 2142602.76 434680 0.20287475 
bailean01 2035246 400000 0.19653644 
danksjo01 2647837 520000 0.19638671 
billich01 2585735.96 475000 0.18370012 
happja01 2259132.25 405000 0.17927237 

delluda01 22621318.3 4000000 0.17682435 
cuetojo01 2370094.86 418000 0.17636425 
bakersc02 4330865.82 750000 0.17317553 
greinza01 23291943.1 3750000 0.16099988 
gallayo01 2617706.33 414000 0.15815372 
glaustr01 82521244.7 12137000 0.14707728 
durbich01 11549930.9 1635000 0.14155929 
blackni01 3154111.8 440000 0.13950044 
garzama01 3172063.79 433300 0.13659877 
cookaa01 71610427.5 9375000 0.13091669 
anderbr04 3764534.14 400000 0.10625485 
farnsky01 4250000 405000 0.09529412 
bushda01 46769883.6 4000000 0.08552512 
glaustr01 12137000 1000000 0.08239268 
blantjo01 80849516.4 5475000 0.0677184 
chenbr01 11645971.5 431000 0.03700851 
detwiro01 11728657.3 410000 0.03495711 
cahiltr01 11537520.5 400000 0.03466949 
floydcl01 23751341.8 750000 0.03157716 
gathrjo01 35230868.4 800000 0.02270736 
gonzaan01 34687104.1 420000 0.01210825 
barremi01 67863955 600000 0.00884122 
happja01 57749654.5 405000 0.00701303 
bakerje03 59675356.2 415000 0.00695429 
duffych01 58462354.4 400000 0.00684201 
cuetojo01 70771345.2 418000 0.00590635 
bucknbi02 81038383.1 403000 0.00497295 
haranaa01 129747466 14000000 0.10790191 
arroybr01 117952242 10125000 0.08583983 
dempsry01 105692605 9000000 0.0851526 
carpech01 200408737 13302583 0.06637726 
harderi01 105692605 7000000 0.0662298 
davisdo02 150499854 8750000 0.05813959 
hamelco01 138599171 4350000 0.03138547 
freelry01 151397630 4000000 0.02642049 
harenda01 300999709 7500000 0.02491697 
delgaca01 578919900 12000000 0.02072826 
cainma01 152472545 2900000 0.01901982 
delarjo01 107415641 2000000 0.01861926 
hallbi03 464914412 6925000 0.01489521 
dukeza01 166504930 2200000 0.01321282 
gilesbr02 724415925 9000000 0.0124238 
hamptmi01 189626239 2000000 0.01054706 
greenkh01 695536205 6500000 0.00934531 
betemwi01 165102911 1300000 0.00787388 
crispco01 791926065 6083333 0.00768169 
correke01 106881038 750000 0.00701715 
castrra01 401699523 2625000 0.00653474 
gonzaal02 849256143 5375000 0.00632907 
amezaal01 208122624 1300000 0.00624632 
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hairsje02 330095393 2000000 0.00605885 
crosbbo01 980689244 5300000 0.00540436 
barfijo02 104136069 416100 0.00399573 
gerutjo01 510653848 1775000 0.00347594 
erstada01 521472156 1750000 0.00335588 
chaveen01 639257316 2050000 0.00320685 
encared01 769124823 2425000 0.00315293 
brunter01 288748273 800000 0.00277058 
billich01 172815222 475000 0.0027486 
betanyu01 860091662 2300000 0.00267413 
aurilri01 398774349 1000000 0.00250768 
ausmubr01 403235517 1000000 0.00247994 
clarkto02 324153533 800000 0.00246797 
belliro01 821006012 1900000 0.00231423 
cairomi01 219448687 500000 0.00227844 
freesda01 176831239 400000 0.00226204 
cruzlu01 190291348 401500 0.00210992 
coraal01 992434115 2000000 0.00201525 
gallayo01 210464476 414000 0.00196708 
dewitbl01 218899281 405000 0.00185017 
dobbsgr01 681445924 1150000 0.00168759 
garcino01 715326272 1000000 0.00139796 
cedenro02 627634456 822500 0.00131048 
avilemi01 349379146 424500 0.00121501 
helmswe01 901864705 950000 0.00105337 
costech01 450447305 460000 0.00102121 
bucktr01 403813218 410000 0.00101532 
anderjo03 395963033 400000 0.0010102 
garkory01 445688978 446100 0.00100092 
bardebr01 459761220 400000 0.00087002 
buschbr01 493990215 412500 0.00083504 
blanche01 926302330 750000 0.00080967 
floreje02 551246894 415500 0.00075375 
francbe01 589046476 421400 0.00071539 
baldero01 755485919 500000 0.00066183 
carrobr01 624367873 400000 0.00064065 
burriem01 633347495 404000 0.00063788 
balenwl01 639257316 405000 0.00063355 
gordoal01 722050236 457000 0.00063292 
anderbr03 695790840 440000 0.00063237 
casilal01 677800528 427500 0.00063072 
andinro01 653658656 400000 0.00061194 
gonzaed02 676913241 407300 0.0006017 
crowetr01 705811133 400000 0.00056672 
hernaan01 867920641 400000 0.00046087 
fieldjo02 978824403 410000 0.00041887 
hanigry01 979003609 400000 0.00040858 
byrneer01 1088229717 11666666 0.01072078 
beltrca01 1819462543 19243682 0.01057657 
guilljo01 1199535069 12000000 0.01000388 

guerrvl01 2016878436 15000000 0.00743724 
guillca01 1348981894 10000000 0.007413 
beltrad01 1975886250 13400000 0.00678177 
hafnetr01 1839737216 11500000 0.00625089 
heltoto01 3174728952 16600000 0.00522879 
berkmla01 2773283741 14500000 0.00522846 
drewjd01 2742995029 14000000 0.00510391 
fukudko01 2466160785 12500000 0.00506861 
atkinga01 1444143621 7050000 0.00488179 
derosma01 1131719927 5500000 0.00485986 
dyeje01 2688818841 11500000 0.00427697 
damonjo01 3061919333 13000000 0.0042457 
burrepa01 1781078855 7000000 0.0039302 
bradlmi01 1832005155 7000000 0.00382095 
cabremi01 3884137523 14383049 0.00370302 
giambja01 1130677011 4000000 0.0035377 
camermi01 2876347839 10000000 0.00347663 
guzmacr01 2427832063 8000000 0.00329512 
castilu01 1984868229 6250000 0.00314882 
ellisma01 1753703119 5000000 0.00285111 
furcara01 2649833397 7500000 0.00283037 
buckjo01 1048137439 2900000 0.00276681 
churcry01 1027878190 2800000 0.00272406 
hardyjj01 1730485692 4650000 0.00268711 
crawfca02 3231891432 8250000 0.00255268 
blaloha01 2471626691 6200000 0.00250847 
dunnad01 3389581962 8000000 0.00236017 
bayja01 3312515183 7800000 0.00235471 
cabreor01 1742165599 4000000 0.00229599 
cuddymi01 3515372230 7666666 0.0021809 
figgich01 2773207850 5775000 0.00208243 
carroja01 1238062152 2500000 0.00201928 
francje02 1701315625 3375000 0.00198376 
felizpe01 2587184523 5000000 0.0019326 
blakeca01 2615270353 5000000 0.00191185 
gloadro01 1063737858 1900000 0.00178615 
abreubo01 2807586460 5000000 0.00178089 
hawpebr01 3103118525 5500000 0.00177241 
fieldpr01 4162519637 7000000 0.00168167 
ankieri01 1697579891 2825000 0.00166413 
canoro01 3767640518 6000000 0.00159251 
hartco01 2046182406 3250000 0.00158832 
credejo01 1585363947 2500000 0.00157692 
doumiry01 1379612275 2150000 0.00155841 
bautijo02 1549560306 2400000 0.00154883 
bardjo01 1161137074 1600000 0.00137796 
barajro01 1956744035 2500000 0.00127763 
dejesda01 2818325114 3600000 0.00127735 
cantujo01 2994653317 3500000 0.00116875 
hermije01 1942477827 2250000 0.00115831 
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custja01 2469029392 2800000 0.00113405 
griffke02 1848034786 2000000 0.00108223 
anderga01 2314619499 2500000 0.00108009 
grossga01 1179522420 1255000 0.00106399 
grandcu01 3325938118 3500000 0.00105233 
harriwi01 1489539478 1500000 0.00100702 
hairssc01 1246945444 1250000 0.00100245 
byrdma01 3054557515 3060000 0.00100178 
ethiean01 3490867476 3100000 0.00088803 
gonzaad01 3610203952 3125000 0.0008656 
bloomwi01 1793479618 1400000 0.00078061 
everead01 1302465277 1000000 0.00076777 
blumge01 1659229589 1250000 0.00075336 
duncach01 1096353679 825000 0.00075249 
bartlja01 2889829930 1981250 0.00068559 
aybarwi01 1450812577 975000 0.00067204 
cabreme01 2299285150 1400000 0.00060888 
diazma02 2105256931 1237500 0.00058781 
drewst01 2639535908 1500000 0.00056828 
barmecl01 2888287242 1625000 0.00056262 
branyru01 2603520705 1400000 0.00053773 
counscr01 1929257697 1000000 0.00051833 
greenni01 1173908890 550000 0.00046852 
eckstda01 1995112710 850000 0.00042604 
gardnbr01 1069964377 414000 0.00038693 
gomezca01 1217743322 437500 0.00035927 
dickech01 1120546299 400000 0.00035697 

gonzaal03 1196323046 400000 0.00033436 
hamiljo03 1667182155 555000 0.0003329 
harribr01 1723221682 466100 0.00027048 
getzch01 1533098462 401000 0.00026156 
fontemi01 1667594436 430000 0.00025786 
braunry02 4092364811 1032500 0.0002523 
dukesel01 1677197995 415500 0.00024773 
cabreev01 1615091242 400000 0.00024766 
bonifem01 1641856259 400000 0.00024363 
bakerjo01 1769042307 400000 0.00022611 
bruceja01 1910826321 417500 0.00021849 
davisra01 1903690886 410000 0.00021537 
davisch02 2016940649 406620 0.0002016 
andruel01 2086892348 400000 0.00019167 
fowlede01 2100572540 401000 0.0001909 
aybarer01 2440881290 460000 0.00018846 
gutiefr01 2789486470 455000 0.00016311 
headlch01 2529517900 411500 0.00016268 
escobyu01 2675188366 425000 0.00015887 
bournmi01 2761432101 434500 0.00015735 
cabreas01 2649684419 416700 0.00015726 
ellsbja01 3010320816 449500 0.00014932 
cruzne02 2821385185 408070 0.00014463 
callaal01 3062890517 415500 0.00013566 
choosh01 3297642181 420300 0.00012745 
butlebi03 3482145493 421000 0.0001209 

 
Table 2: List excluding players with an MRP > $100,000,000 N = 171 

playerID MRP sal sal/mrp 
bondeje01 41609.1166 12500000 300.414934 
escobke01 40322.6197 10000000 247.99976 
burrebr01 32553.0354 7000000 215.033711 
belltr01 166960.084 13400000 80.2587044 
delaceu01 7140.46391 400000 56.0187692 
byrdpa01 220627.412 11666666 52.8794943 
gieseda01 173197.198 9000000 51.9638891 
castial02 156572.535 6250000 39.9176012 
camerke01 295222.497 10000000 33.8727574 
brocado01 79735.9741 2500000 31.3534766 
cabrefe01 69216.4431 1400000 20.2264077 
bradfch01 202475.675 3666666 18.1091679 
hansecr01 52035.6063 825000 15.8545284 
batismi01 610382.191 9500000 15.564019 
cottsne01 70951.4436 1100000 15.5035605 
campijo01 27619.3404 420000 15.2067353 
gallase01 27419.3814 410000 14.9529267 
cordefr01 823939.354 12125000 14.7158889 
embreal01 159877.552 2000000 12.5095736 
fuentbr01 680108.186 8500000 12.4980116 

backebr01 141251.359 1550000 10.9733458 
gearyge01 156463.044 1700000 10.8651855 
corcoro01 43035.4678 413000 9.59673545 
benneje01 437500 3750000 8.57142857 
baezda01 850078.156 7166666 8.43059658 
eyresc01 264179.179 2000000 7.57061935 
dumatph01 54375.9637 401500 7.38377718 
doteloc01 840918.167 6000000 7.13505813 
adenhni01 64516.1915 400000 6.19999399 
burneaj01 2675480.5 16500000 6.16711652 
farnsky01 732209.007 4250000 5.80435362 
bensokr01 133030.293 750000 5.63781362 
cookaa01 1699537.91 9375000 5.51620529 
bedarer01 1409977.83 7750000 5.49654033 
cruzju02 431179.729 2250000 5.2182416 
felizne01 982023.489 5000000 5.09152791 
affelje01 713000.155 3500000 4.90883484 
balejo01 246975.26 1200000 4.85878625 
davisdo02 1856060.83 8750000 4.71428514 
buehrma01 3223369.74 14000000 4.34328083 
haranaa01 3426946.8 14000000 4.08526914 
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greggke01 1048217.99 4200000 4.00680014 
downssc01 991747.334 3750000 3.78120502 
arroybr01 2752012.08 10125000 3.67912629 
frankry01 723676.27 2500000 3.45458336 
crainje01 527941.85 1700000 3.2200516 
carmofa01 919566.327 2937500 3.19444059 
brunebr01 392471.242 1250000 3.18494674 
carlybu01 135972.138 425000 3.12564035 
harderi01 2321180.81 7000000 3.01570648 
hawkila01 1161249.15 3500000 3.01399574 
guarded01 332124.477 1000000 3.0109193 
carpech01 4724529.24 13302583 2.81564201 
durbich01 588563.73 1635000 2.77794896 
gonzami02 1292121.59 3450000 2.67002736 
dempsry01 3413607.92 9000000 2.63650666 
eyrewi01 155954.102 410000 2.62897861 
drewst01 1500000 3900000 2.6 
cappsma01 966347.929 2425000 2.50944813 
francfr01 1615000 3750000 2.32198142 
beckejo02 4985274.99 11166666 2.2399298 
bushda01 1786676.05 4000000 2.23879421 
heilmaa01 891951.971 1625000 1.82184697 
evelada01 239811.505 410000 1.70967611 
hamptmi01 1174606.62 2000000 1.70269771 
blantjo01 3456102.28 5475000 1.58415451 
hallaro01 9125619.34 14250000 1.56153785 
byrdati01 644202.778 1000000 1.55230625 
balfogr01 919552.283 1400000 1.52248004 
burneaj01 11382599.8 16500000 1.44958097 
albaljo01 289723.584 403075 1.39123986 
colonba01 730397.493 1000000 1.36911751 
condrcl01 480325.779 650000 1.35324821 
francfr01 1218174.82 1615000 1.32575388 
bonined01 350232.435 450000 1.28486101 
felicpe01 1271438.33 1612500 1.2682487 
davieky01 1047795.84 1300000 1.24069971 
hendrma01 1266221.07 1500000 1.18462726 
bonined01 400000 450000 1.125 
frasoja01 1296767.3 1450000 1.11816515 
guerrma02 1438676.2 1475000 1.02524807 
corpama01 748152.868 750000 1.00246892 
broxtjo01 1890409.98 1825000 0.96539905 
garcija01 435855.759 420000 0.96362155 
garcija01 420000 400000 0.95238095 
delcama01 501055.796 476000 0.949994 
buchhcl01 1127651.22 1055000 0.93557297 
cormila01 727344.876 675000 0.92803293 
dickera01 577876.516 525000 0.90849859 
hamelco01 4845854.12 4350000 0.89767457 
cainma01 3287255.45 2900000 0.8821949 

harenda01 8666753.51 7500000 0.86537594 
bellhe01 1473702.49 1255000 0.85159658 
hernafe02 4681270.66 3800000 0.81174542 
blevije01 551439.839 405000 0.73444095 
campsh01 1023707.3 750000 0.73263129 
dukeza01 3028639.96 2200000 0.72639866 
delarjo01 2788225.98 2000000 0.71730197 
arredjo01 593268.457 410000 0.6910868 
greense01 683177.154 471000 0.68942586 
alberma01 594939.389 410000 0.68914583 
harrima01 608371.68 405500 0.66653333 
detwiro01 645333.261 410000 0.63533065 
baezda01 11467695.7 7166666 0.62494386 
chenbr01 733516.523 431000 0.58758049 
bassbr01 691232.157 405000 0.58591024 
burtoja01 742101.3 420000 0.56596047 
calerki01 889502.68 500000 0.56211185 
correke01 750000 411000 0.548 
greinza01 7114254.83 3750000 0.52711072 
guzmaan01 804022.881 421500 0.52423881 
breslcr01 871234.39 422000 0.48437023 
coffeto01 1682407.51 800002 0.47551024 
fistedo01 939532.214 415500 0.44224136 
duensbr01 921434.39 400000 0.43410579 
cokeph01 945117.712 403300 0.42671933 
chaveje01 945504.395 402000 0.42516989 
bulgeja01 960287.669 403000 0.41966591 
gutieju01 1005886.6 401000 0.39865329 
badenbu01 1102209.84 429900 0.39003462 
aardsda01 1077145.04 419000 0.38899125 
carlsje01 1055832 408700 0.3870881 
difelma01 1074100.92 403000 0.37519752 
bucknbi02 1099048.1 403000 0.36668095 
carradj01 1292126.66 440000 0.34052389 
galarar01 1312420.05 435000 0.33144876 
adamsmi03 1337498.15 414800 0.31013127 
affelje01 11728657.3 3500000 0.29841438 
buehrma01 47172260.4 14000000 0.29678459 
cahiltr01 1438538.71 400000 0.27805995 
gregelu01 1445943.94 400000 0.2766359 
guthrje01 2392080.39 650000 0.27173 
correke01 2823205.55 750000 0.26565547 
chaveer01 46150082.1 11500000 0.24918699 
chambjo03 1770220.48 432575 0.24436222 
bradeda01 1697721.06 410000 0.24150021 
beckejo02 46491441.2 11166666 0.24018756 
floydga01 3452768.99 750000 0.21721696 
feldmsc01 2142602.76 434680 0.20287475 
bailean01 2035246 400000 0.19653644 
danksjo01 2647837 520000 0.19638671 
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billich01 2585735.96 475000 0.18370012 
happja01 2259132.25 405000 0.17927237 
delluda01 22621318.3 4000000 0.17682435 
cuetojo01 2370094.86 418000 0.17636425 
bakersc02 4330865.82 750000 0.17317553 
greinza01 23291943.1 3750000 0.16099988 
gallayo01 2617706.33 414000 0.15815372 
glaustr01 82521244.7 12137000 0.14707728 
durbich01 11549930.9 1635000 0.14155929 
blackni01 3154111.8 440000 0.13950044 
garzama01 3172063.79 433300 0.13659877 
cookaa01 71610427.5 9375000 0.13091669 
anderbr04 3764534.14 400000 0.10625485 
farnsky01 4250000 405000 0.09529412 
bushda01 46769883.6 4000000 0.08552512 

glaustr01 12137000 1000000 0.08239268 
blantjo01 80849516.4 5475000 0.0677184 
chenbr01 11645971.5 431000 0.03700851 
detwiro01 11728657.3 410000 0.03495711 
cahiltr01 11537520.5 400000 0.03466949 
floydcl01 23751341.8 750000 0.03157716 
gathrjo01 35230868.4 800000 0.02270736 
gonzaan01 34687104.1 420000 0.01210825 
barremi01 67863955 600000 0.00884122 
happja01 57749654.5 405000 0.00701303 
bakerje03 59675356.2 415000 0.00695429 
duffych01 58462354.4 400000 0.00684201 
cuetojo01 70771345.2 418000 0.00590635 
bucknbi02 81038383.1 403000 0.00497295 

 
Table 3: List excluding outliers (Final List used for analysis) N = 147 

playerID MRP sal sal/mrp 
benneje01 437500 3750000 8.57142857 
baezda01 850078.156 7166666 8.43059658 
eyresc01 264179.179 2000000 7.57061935 
dumatph01 54375.9637 401500 7.38377718 
doteloc01 840918.167 6000000 7.13505813 
adenhni01 64516.1915 400000 6.19999399 
burneaj01 2675480.5 16500000 6.16711652 
farnsky01 732209.007 4250000 5.80435362 
bensokr01 133030.293 750000 5.63781362 
cookaa01 1699537.91 9375000 5.51620529 
bedarer01 1409977.83 7750000 5.49654033 
cruzju02 431179.729 2250000 5.2182416 
felizne01 982023.489 5000000 5.09152791 
affelje01 713000.155 3500000 4.90883484 
balejo01 246975.26 1200000 4.85878625 
davisdo02 1856060.83 8750000 4.71428514 
buehrma01 3223369.74 14000000 4.34328083 
haranaa01 3426946.8 14000000 4.08526914 
greggke01 1048217.99 4200000 4.00680014 
downssc01 991747.334 3750000 3.78120502 
arroybr01 2752012.08 10125000 3.67912629 
frankry01 723676.27 2500000 3.45458336 
crainje01 527941.85 1700000 3.2200516 
carmofa01 919566.327 2937500 3.19444059 
brunebr01 392471.242 1250000 3.18494674 
carlybu01 135972.138 425000 3.12564035 
harderi01 2321180.81 7000000 3.01570648 
hawkila01 1161249.15 3500000 3.01399574 
guarded01 332124.477 1000000 3.0109193 
carpech01 4724529.24 13302583 2.81564201 
durbich01 588563.73 1635000 2.77794896 
gonzami02 1292121.59 3450000 2.67002736 

dempsry01 3413607.92 9000000 2.63650666 
eyrewi01 155954.102 410000 2.62897861 
drewst01 1500000 3900000 2.6 
cappsma01 966347.929 2425000 2.50944813 
francfr01 1615000 3750000 2.32198142 
beckejo02 4985274.99 11166666 2.2399298 
bushda01 1786676.05 4000000 2.23879421 
heilmaa01 891951.971 1625000 1.82184697 
evelada01 239811.505 410000 1.70967611 
hamptmi01 1174606.62 2000000 1.70269771 
blantjo01 3456102.28 5475000 1.58415451 
hallaro01 9125619.34 14250000 1.56153785 
byrdati01 644202.778 1000000 1.55230625 
balfogr01 919552.283 1400000 1.52248004 
burneaj01 11382599.8 16500000 1.44958097 
albaljo01 289723.584 403075 1.39123986 
colonba01 730397.493 1000000 1.36911751 
condrcl01 480325.779 650000 1.35324821 
francfr01 1218174.82 1615000 1.32575388 
bonined01 350232.435 450000 1.28486101 
felicpe01 1271438.33 1612500 1.2682487 
davieky01 1047795.84 1300000 1.24069971 
hendrma01 1266221.07 1500000 1.18462726 
bonined01 400000 450000 1.125 
frasoja01 1296767.3 1450000 1.11816515 
guerrma02 1438676.2 1475000 1.02524807 
corpama01 748152.868 750000 1.00246892 
broxtjo01 1890409.98 1825000 0.96539905 
garcija01 435855.759 420000 0.96362155 
garcija01 420000 400000 0.95238095 
delcama01 501055.796 476000 0.949994 
buchhcl01 1127651.22 1055000 0.93557297 
cormila01 727344.876 675000 0.92803293 
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dickera01 577876.516 525000 0.90849859 
hamelco01 4845854.12 4350000 0.89767457 
cainma01 3287255.45 2900000 0.8821949 
harenda01 8666753.51 7500000 0.86537594 
bellhe01 1473702.49 1255000 0.85159658 
hernafe02 4681270.66 3800000 0.81174542 
blevije01 551439.839 405000 0.73444095 
campsh01 1023707.3 750000 0.73263129 
dukeza01 3028639.96 2200000 0.72639866 
delarjo01 2788225.98 2000000 0.71730197 
arredjo01 593268.457 410000 0.6910868 
greense01 683177.154 471000 0.68942586 
alberma01 594939.389 410000 0.68914583 
harrima01 608371.68 405500 0.66653333 
detwiro01 645333.261 410000 0.63533065 
baezda01 11467695.7 7166666 0.62494386 
chenbr01 733516.523 431000 0.58758049 
bassbr01 691232.157 405000 0.58591024 
burtoja01 742101.3 420000 0.56596047 
calerki01 889502.68 500000 0.56211185 
correke01 750000 411000 0.548 
greinza01 7114254.83 3750000 0.52711072 
guzmaan01 804022.881 421500 0.52423881 
breslcr01 871234.39 422000 0.48437023 
coffeto01 1682407.51 800002 0.47551024 
fistedo01 939532.214 415500 0.44224136 
duensbr01 921434.39 400000 0.43410579 
cokeph01 945117.712 403300 0.42671933 
chaveje01 945504.395 402000 0.42516989 
bulgeja01 960287.669 403000 0.41966591 
gutieju01 1005886.6 401000 0.39865329 
badenbu01 1102209.84 429900 0.39003462 
aardsda01 1077145.04 419000 0.38899125 
carlsje01 1055832 408700 0.3870881 
difelma01 1074100.92 403000 0.37519752 
bucknbi02 1099048.1 403000 0.36668095 
carradj01 1292126.66 440000 0.34052389 
galarar01 1312420.05 435000 0.33144876 
adamsmi03 1337498.15 414800 0.31013127 
affelje01 11728657.3 3500000 0.29841438 
buehrma01 47172260.4 14000000 0.29678459 
cahiltr01 1438538.71 400000 0.27805995 
gregelu01 1445943.94 400000 0.2766359 
guthrje01 2392080.39 650000 0.27173 
correke01 2823205.55 750000 0.26565547 
chaveer01 46150082.1 11500000 0.24918699 
chambjo03 1770220.48 432575 0.24436222 
bradeda01 1697721.06 410000 0.24150021 
beckejo02 46491441.2 11166666 0.24018756 
floydga01 3452768.99 750000 0.21721696 

feldmsc01 2142602.76 434680 0.20287475 
bailean01 2035246 400000 0.19653644 
danksjo01 2647837 520000 0.19638671 
billich01 2585735.96 475000 0.18370012 
happja01 2259132.25 405000 0.17927237 
delluda01 22621318.3 4000000 0.17682435 
cuetojo01 2370094.86 418000 0.17636425 
bakersc02 4330865.82 750000 0.17317553 
greinza01 23291943.1 3750000 0.16099988 
gallayo01 2617706.33 414000 0.15815372 
glaustr01 82521244.7 12137000 0.14707728 
durbich01 11549930.9 1635000 0.14155929 
blackni01 3154111.8 440000 0.13950044 
garzama01 3172063.79 433300 0.13659877 
cookaa01 71610427.5 9375000 0.13091669 
anderbr04 3764534.14 400000 0.10625485 
farnsky01 4250000 405000 0.09529412 
bushda01 46769883.6 4000000 0.08552512 
glaustr01 12137000 1000000 0.08239268 
blantjo01 80849516.4 5475000 0.0677184 
chenbr01 11645971.5 431000 0.03700851 
detwiro01 11728657.3 410000 0.03495711 
cahiltr01 11537520.5 400000 0.03466949 
floydcl01 23751341.8 750000 0.03157716 
gathrjo01 35230868.4 800000 0.02270736 
gonzaan01 34687104.1 420000 0.01210825 
barremi01 67863955 600000 0.00884122 
happja01 57749654.5 405000 0.00701303 
bakerje03 59675356.2 415000 0.00695429 
duffych01 58462354.4 400000 0.00684201 
cuetojo01 70771345.2 418000 0.00590635 
bucknbi02 81038383.1 403000 0.00497295 

 
(Source: Lahman) 
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